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Introdu tion

rate to guide important design de isions about how
to ar hite t highly available servi es.
To explore the above question, we obtained the last
logs of two lusters operating in very di erent environments: a luster of 20 workstations in an undergraduate laboratory and a luster of 20 workstations
housed in a ma hine room and a essible only remotely by fa ulty members and graduate students.
Our analysis shows the TTB for both lusters is best
modeled as a wiebull distribution with a shape parameter < 1. This has important impli ations. First,
the distribution is not memory-less, suggesting models using exponentially distributed times may not adequately des ribe node failure behaviors.
Se ond, a shape parameter < 1 implies that workstations be ome more reliable with time. That is, we an
model a workstation as a omponent that be omes
in reasingly reliable the longer it has been operating.
This has important rami ations for request distribution, data partitioning, and software rejuvenation.
In the remainder of the paper, we rst dis uss how we
obtained our reboot data and the method we used to
perform the analysis. Next, in the results se tion we
explain some impli ations of our observations. We
then present some re ent related work. Finally, we
on lude with possible reasons why we observed the
weibull distributions and o er avenues of future resear h.

The onstru tion of highly available Internet servi es
is an inexa t s ien e at best. Complete and partial
outages due to a myriad of failures are still ommon. Indeed, as Internet servi es be ome woven into
everyday life, these failures are be oming important
enough to make front-page news.
Part of the diÆ ulty in onstru ting highly available
servi es is that a modern Internet servi e is mindboggling in omplexity. The appli ation, database,
operating system, and rmware ontain thousands of
interfa es and millions of lines of ode. Worse, unlike
many other highly available systems, the major omponents are reated by di erent organizations with
potentially di erent goals and reliability parameters;
no single entity has authority over the design and
implementation of the entire system. Thus, ensuring traditional fault-tolerant te hniques are followed
top-to-bottom is a diÆ ult, if not impossible, organizational task.
Fortunately, the situation is not ompletely intra table. A rst step toward building failureresistant Internet servi es is to de ompose the system
into high-level omponents separated by well-de ned
interfa es. Next, the fault behavior of ea h omponent an be hara terized in isolation. Then, armed
with an understanding of omponent behaviors, the
designer of a servi e an ar hite t the system to tolerate many possible faults. Toward this end, we fo us
on the quantifying the behavior of the workstation
nodes omprising the ore of many servi es.
Our quanti ation takes the form of exploring the
question: what is the statisti al distribution of reboots for workstations? The Time-To-reBoot (TTB)
is an important metri for servi e designers be ause
it aggregates the failure and repair rates of many system omponents in luding the operating system, the
workstation hardware, and the operator, into a single
number that an be asso iated to a omponent with
well-de ned interfa es. Although a broad metri , we
argue that the TTB is suÆ iently powerful and a u-

2 Methodolgy
We performed our observations over two lusters.
The rst luster onsists of 20 Sun Ultra-1 workstations running Solaris 5.8. All the ma hines were
physi ally housed in one undergraduate laboratory
and used ex lusively for junior and senior omputer
s ien e students. All ma hines were managed by a
single system administrator.
The se ond luster onsisted of 20 ma hines that are
physi ally housed in our ma hine room and were a essible only via remote login to fa ulty and some
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graduate students. 17 of these ma hines were Sun
Ultra-1 workstations and 3 were Sun Spar -20 workstations. Unlike the rst luster, the supervision of
the ma hines was spread a ross several di erent people that did not ne essarily oordinate maintenan e
s hedules.
We used the last logs to experimentally observe a
ma hine's time-to-boot (TTB) history. The last logs
stret hed ba k between 6 months and 2 years. The
undergraduate lab omputers, whi h we all the undergrad
luster, re orded 979 reboots.
The fa ulty omputers, whi h we all the ma hine luster,
re orded 521 reboots.
The rst step in our analysis is to ompute the TTB
from the restart information in the last logs. Note
that there is a dis repan y between our observed
TTB times and a tual node uptimes, as the TTB
in ludes down times. We were unable to remove this
ina ura y, however, be ause most ma hines did not
re ord the rash/halt/shutdown time when they went
down. However, we believe this ina ura y would not
impa t our on lusions. We are urrently investigating the relative size of di eren e between the uptime
and TTB.
To examine the distribution of the data, we assume
that the data is independent of reboots on other systems, or reboots on the same system. We will examine the validity of this assumption in the next se tion.
We simulated an experiment with the luster data by
assuming that all omputers were started at the same
time, and then plotting the number of failures as time
passed. This plot an be seen in gure 1. Using these
plots, we an determine the distribution of the data.
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away from the straight line indi ates a deviation from
the theoreti al distribution. We then de ne the best
tting distribution as the one with the smallest residual from the least-square tting of a straight line.
Applying the above method, we found that the
Weibull distribution is the best mat hing distribution
for data from both lusters. The quantile-quantile
plots and the resulting tted urves an be seen n
gure 2. The parameters for the best t distribution
is given in the following table:
S ale (a) Shape (b)
Ma hine room luster 99 hours
0.33
Undergrad luster
219 hours
0.49
Sin e it ts the Weibull distribution with a shape
parameter less than 1, we an see that the longer that
a ma hine stays up, the less likely it will be rebooted
in the near future. The equation for the probability
density fun tion of the Weibull distribution is:

f (x) = 1 e

( ax )b

This analysis assumes that reboots between di erent
systems are independent. It may be the ase however, that events are related. For example, on the undergrad luster the administrator would periodi ally
upgrade system software, ausing all of the systems
to undergo reboots at approximately the same time.
However, the ma hine room systems did not have this
problem, so we believe that while these periodi reboots may have altered the distribution parameters
slightly, they did not e e t the general lass of the
distribution. An investigation as to orrelation of reboots a ross ma hines in beyond the s ope of this
work.

Results

We attempted to t our data to several distributions,
in luding exponential, Weibull, Pareto, and Rayleigh.
For ea h possible distribution, we used the Maximum
Likelihood Estimates to approximate the parameters
de ning the \best" instan e of the distribution for
our data. After nding the parameters for a given
distribution, we then used a quantile-quantile plot to
ompare the loseness of the distribution to our data
(that is, how a urately this parti ular distribution
models our observed data).
The quantile-quantile plot we used is des ribed in [2℄.
This method arranges plots of known distributions
against the given data. When the theoreti al distribution mat hes the measured data, the quantilequantile plot will be a straight line. Any variation

4 Related Work
This short investigation does not in lude an exhaustive list of related work. Rather, in this se tion we
present re ent work most losely related to our own.
Perhaps the losest work related to this study is a reent work hara terizing the behavior of of Mi rosoft
Windows NT ma hines [3℄. That study produ ed a
detailed state-ma hine model of a workstation node,
and thus requires fairly detailed knowledge of Windows NT. Another re ent work examined the failure of omponents of an on-line image servi e [1℄.
That study fo used more on the hardware omponents than of the entire node.
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Figure 1: Number of failures as a fun tion of time (a) Ma hine Room and (b) Undergrad Cluster failures
plotted as if there were 521 and 979 ma hines, respe tively, all started simultaneously, and times of failures re orded
and plotted.
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Figure 2:

Fitting the Weibull Distribution to the TTB observations. Quantile-quantile plots showing
the best t urve for the (a) Ma hine Room Cluster and the (b) Undergrad Room Cluster.
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Con lusion

urve of high infant mortality, stable operating
plateau, and nally in reasingly failures may not apply to workstation lusters. However, our results did
not over time-s ales on the order of many years. It
may be the ase if we extended our observations to
these time-s ales, that we would see in reasing failure
rates. However, given that the useful operating range
of omputer hardware is about 3-years, and software
even less, su h long time regimes may be irrelevant to
the onstru tion of highly available servi es. Our results point to an avenue of future resear h that would
quantify if su h a bathtub urve exists for workstations in general, and what the a tual shape is. We
need to gather data on many di erent systems over
a longer period to answer this question, however.

Our initial results have many interesting impli ations.
For example, the assumption behind many software
and hardware rejuvenation te hniques, that omponents de ay over time, may be awed, parti ularly
when applied to a node omprised of hardware and
the operating system. We have found no indi ation
that a system that has been \up" for an extended
period of time is more likely to be rebooted than any
other system. In fa t, our results show the opposite:
for Solaris 5.8 in two our departmental environments,
a ma hine that has been up for a long period of time
should be left up.
A se ond impli ation is that the lassi 'bathtub'
3
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Figure 3:

Fitting Weibull Distributions to the TTB observations. The resulting tted urves are shown
superimposed on the orginal data for (a) the ma hine room luser and (b) the undergrad luster.

Another on lusion our initial results point to is that
when a system starts, it may be far from a \ lean"
state. Indeed, on guration errors of di erent omponents may well ause the need for a subsequent
reboots, leading to the idea that a ma hine's infant
mortality period never fully goes away. This would
also lend redibility as to why when the system has
been up for a while tend to stay up. We have no eviden e aside from our initial data of this laim being
true, but it does warrant further investigation.
Another interesting observation stemmed from the
fa t that although the undergraduate students had
lose, unsupervised physi al onta t with these systems, this fa t did not hange the shape or s ale parameters of the observed TTB mu h. One would expe t that ma hines where people ould bump power
ords and spill soda's on should have an di erent
TTB distribution, but this was not the ase.
Future resear h in this area ould be aided by installing lusters with more detailed load re ording information, sin e this was something that was not kept
well and would have added mu h insight into other
dimensions of failure analysis. Also, most Unix systems en ourage periodi removal of the \Last" logs.
This may have been due to disk spa e on erns of the
past, but these on erns have de reased with de reasing disk osts.
Finally, we note that the pra ti es of many IT shops
thwart data olle tion in this area. For example, we
have data from other operating systems, in luding
Ma Intosh and Windows 98, but our analysis was
limited by poli ies in the omputer labs from whi h
we olle ted the data. Those labs powered down om-

puters every night. In addition, those systems were
rebooted between users to redu e the han e of password spoo ng. In addition, this lab's Unix ma hines
were rebooted every week as a matter of ourse. In
order to better understand the failure hara teristi s
of ma hines, some ma hines must be left up as \ ontrolled experiments".
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